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opel proudly presents: Opel’s new 
fashionable urban car 
will be called ADAM. 

It seems some people 
are intrigued – like 
Katie’s colleague 

Antonio, with whom 
she met in a café  on 
a Sunday morning.

ADAM’S MUSIC

opel ADAM
opUS 3

So … finally, 
it’s ADAM!

ADAM like…

Don’t worry, Antonio: Our 
ADAM is designed for urban 

environments.

…Not for 
gardens, 
I mean.… Adam from the 

Garden of Eden?

…

… But Adam was 
thrown out of the 
Garden of Eden, 

wasn’t he?



JAM

GLAM

How will 
that work?

We won’t apply a traditional 
trim hierarchy to our ADAM.

 We will propose three “moods” 
to start with: One will be rather 

funky, the other rather 
elegant, and the third 

one rather sporty.

And these moods 
will be called…

You mean:

ADAM JAM, 
ADAM GLAM, 

You’ve got it! 
JAM, GLAM, SLAM!

ADAM SLAM? 

This sounds…
musical…

SLAM
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Er… When he 
left the Garden 
of Eden, Adam 

wasn’t that happy… 
…and he had  

to wear clothes.

Hey, welcome 
fashion designers!

…Using colors,  
accessories and lots of 
clever design tricks, its 
driver can just give it his 

or her own style.

Welcome variety, 
welcome creativity 
and differences in 

style!

And that’s exactly 
what our ADAM is 

about: Individuality! 
It can dress up many, 

many ways…



You mean?

…What do you think 
Adam Opel would’ve said 

about that?
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You’ve probably 
noticed that cars…

….usually have 
their name written on 

their rear ends.

I guess he would feel 
flattered to see “ADAM” 

being so cool in the 
early 21st century, don’t 

you think?

and…
…He would be 

amazed to see how 
“ADAM” is staged!

…And 
ADAM?



((to be designed))
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…
The ChArACTerS feATUreD In ThIS STory Are reAl.

KATIe is leading ADAM’s development at Opel Product Marketing. 
AnTonIo, who is a car fan, started his young career in Marketing 
and now is a Sales Manager supporting Opel dealer activities in 
Southern Germany.

Katie Antonio

…SO TO SAY ON 
THE MUSCLE OF ITS 

SHOULDER!

ADAM HAS ITS 
NAME WRITTEN ON 

ITS C-PILLAR…
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That’s cool!

Much closer to 
the heart?!

You’ll love it, 
Antonio!


